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Motion # :
(Assigned by Senate President)

Los Angeles VallDate Presented to Senate:
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04.21.2017

Revision of a previous motion?

Yes

uncil Recommendation

Initiator: Ron Mossler
Statement of Motion/Resolution: (Use separate form for each issue.)

Prohibit paper handouts to be distributed at Academic Senate meetings. (Excludes single use forms
like sign-in sheets and resolutions, and widely distributed advocacy material, like postcards.)
Guest presenters will be informed prior to meetings that materials should be distributed electronically in
advance of the meeting.
Rationale for Motion/Resolution: (Address how the motion supports the Educational Master Plan.)

Last year the senate resolved to dispense with paper handouts for Academic Senators. However, guest
presenters continue to use campus resources to deliver (often trivial) information that is easily projected digitally
or more efficiently delivered electronically. There are few organizations on campus that model sustainability;
someone has to start. The drain on campus and environmental resources is self-evident.
st

LAVC/LACCD still sets a poor example with regards to 21 century sustainability goals. The Senate can model
more progressive and ethical behavior for students, faculty, the district, and the community.

Goal 1: Increase student retention, persistence and success
Goal 3: Enhance academic programs and services to meet student needs

Goal 2: Increase student access
Goal 4: Enhance institutional effectiveness

Data Considered & Source(s): [Specify specific data considered (e.g. efficiency, success, service trends) and attach a summary report where applicable.]

II. Status of Recommendation:
Accepted by Senate
Modified by Senate
Statement of Modification:
Reason for Modification of Recommendation:
Rejected by Senate
Reason for Rejection of Recommendation:
Returned for Revisions
Reason for Returning Recommendation:
Date of Action:

Senate President Signature:____________________________________________

III. College President’s Response (if needed):
Accepted as Recommended

Implementation Date:

Modified Recommendation

Implementation Date:

Statement of Modification:
Reason for Modification of Recommendation:
Denied Recommendation
Reason for Rejection of Recommendation:
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Date of Action:

President’s Signature: ___________________________________________

